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Abstract: Natural convective heat transfer in cavities is a complex function of cavity shape, aspect ratio, 
boundary conditions at the walls and the properties of the fluid contained within the enclosure. 
Considerable research into natural convection in regular shaped cavities, such as those of rectangular, 
square cross-section, or cylindrical annuli has been undertaken. Knowledge is, however, more limited 
relating to natural convective heat transfer in CPC solar collector cavities. Accurate knowledge of the 
variation in local convective heat transfer coefficients at the different CPC cavity components would 
facilitate to the design of suitable convection suppression devices, for example baffles at specific 
locations within the cavity, substantially reducing convective heat transfer and thus improving the 
performance of CPC solar collectors. From analysis of the correlations developed for regularly shaped 
enclosures it is concluded that the employment of these correlations to describe natural convection in 
CPC solar collector cavities can be misleading. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

1. Introduction 

Natural convective heat transfer within differently shaped enclosures with varying wall boundary 

conditions at heated and cooled walls has been the subject of considerable research since the first reported 

studies by Benard [1] and Rayleigh [2]. In the literature numerous analytical and experimental studies 

into heat transfer in regular shaped enclosures, including rectangular or square cross-section and 

cylindrical annuli are detailed. The reported nature of convective flow is a complex function of the shape, 

orientation and aspect ratios of the enclosure, the Prandtl number of the fluid and the thermal boundary 

conditions prevailing at the enclosure walls. These correlations were developed for specific cross sections 

and are not directly applicable to natural convective flow and heat transfer in a CPC solar collector cavity 

formed by the absorber, aperture cover, reflector side walls and end walls. Previous studies on CPCs 

report measurements of air velocities, and detail the air flow distributions within cavities, temperature 

distributions and heat transfer phenomena are not addressed with a similar level of detail. To date only the 

effect of transverse tilt has been documented in the literature, the effects of longitudinal tilt are neglected. 

No studies have analysed the effects of convection in line-axis CPC solar collectors simultaneously 

inclined in both the longitudinal and transverse axes. The assumption that the correlations obtained to 

characterise natural convection in regular shaped (rectangular or cylindrical annuli) cavities are sufficient 

and appropriate for application to the cavity of a CPC solar collector [3,4,5] is challenged here. 

2.  Heat transfer in line-axis CPC solar collectors  

Heat exchange between various elements of a CPC solar collector cavity is a complex combination of 

conduction, convection and radiative heat transfer. For a CPC solar collector working at a temperature of 

100 ºC or higher with a high performance selectively coated absorber, natural convection within the 

cavity (from the hot absorber to the cold aperture cover and walls) is the dominant mode of heat transfer 

[6]. Fig. 1 illustrates the components of heat transfer in a line-axis concentrating CPC solar collector.  

  

 Heat transfer in non-imaging line-axis solar collectors comprises the following: 

 Absorption of incident solar radiation at collector components, aperture cover, reflector walls, end 

walls, absorber and absorber cover if present 

  Conductive heat transfer in all collector components 
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 Transfer of heat to the collector heat removal fluid from the absorber by conduction and convection 

  Radiative and convective heat transfer to the ambient environment from the collector components 

  Natural convective heat transfer between the collector cavity boundaries and the enclosed air  

 Long wave radiative exchange between collector components that view each other 

A major consideration solar collector designers have is to reduce the heat loss from the hot absorber to the 

cooler ambient environment. Conduction in the absorber, reflector walls, end walls and the aperture cover 

combined with solar energy input and long wave radiative heat transfer has a significant effect on the 

natural convective motion of air within the collector cavity. Long wave radiative heat loss from the 

absorber can be reduced by a large extent by employing a selective absorber surface characterised by high 

solar absorptance (>0.9) and low long-wave emittance (<0.1). In a solar collector with a selective coated 

absorber surface natural convection is the dominant component in the total heat loss [6]. Although several 

analytical and experimental studies have been performed, natural convective heat transfer in CPCs can 

still not be confidently predicted over the full parametric range of interest. In practice a CPC solar 

collector is installed at an angle of inclination based upon the latitude of the site of location, either in an 

E-W or in a N-S alignment with respect to the longer axis of the absorber. In both cases, for an absorber 

without an evacuated envelope, the temperature difference between the warmer absorber and colder cover 

and cavity walls gives rise to buoyancy forces, which establish and drive natural convective heat transfer 

within the air enclosed in the collector trough. Convection must be suppressed if high absorber 

temperatures are to be achieved and system efficiency enhanced.  

3.  Typical shape, geometry (aspect ratios) and orientation of enclosures employed previously to 

describe natural convective phenomena in cavities 

A review of the literature has revealed many studies detailing experimental and numerical investigations 

into natural convective heat transfer in enclosures with shapes relevant to CPC geometries, such as 

rectangular, V-trough and cylindrical enclosures, with a range of different parametric and boundary 

conditions. Enclosures with walls that are perpendicular to adjoining walls are described as rectangular 

enclosures and include two-dimensional rectangular, two-dimensional square and three-dimensional 

cubical enclosures. Enclosures can be either horizontal, vertical, transversely tilted or longitudinally tilted 

as illustrated in Fig. 2.  In the horizontal orientation (Fig. 2a) the horizontal walls of the cavity are heated 

differentially whilst the sidewalls and end walls can have a range of thermal and flow boundary 



 

 

conditions. In the vertical orientation shown in Fig. 2b, any two opposite vertical walls of the cavity are 

heated differentially whilst the horizontal and end walls can have a range of thermal and flow boundary 

conditions. In a tilted enclosure, differentially heated surfaces make an oblique angle with the horizontal 

plane (Fig. 2c and 2d). Fig. 3 shows the cross-sections of CPC and V-trough solar collector cavities 

reported in previous selected studies. Relevant aspect ratios are also detailed on figures 2 and 3.  

4. Effect of enclosure shape, geometry and orientation, and thermal boundary conditions at cavity 

surfaces on natural convective flow in cavities 

Commonly employed side wall thermal boundary conditions include adiabatic or conducting with the 

later resulting in a linear temperature profile (LTP) in the walls. Two mechanisms leading to three-

dimensional steady flow of a fluid (Pr = 0.1-100) in the presence of no-slip side walls were presented in 

[14]. The first was the interaction of a rotating fluid with a stationary wall where inertial forces induced 

an axial velocity within the rotating fluid. The second mechanism, called the thermal end effect, resulted 

from temperature gradients normal to the vertical walls. It was found that while the three-dimensionality 

caused by the thermal effects is restricted to a small zone near the walls, the inertial effect caused the 

three-dimensional flow to fill the whole box.  As the Prandtl number increased the inertial effects became 

less and less important. For moderate values of the Rayleigh number (Ra ≤ 1×10
6
), the axial motion was 

found to be inertia free for a fluid with Pr ≥ 7 [15] and Pr ≥ 10 [14]. In a Newtonian or real fluid 

contained in a horizontally oriented rectangular enclosure (heated from below and cooled from above)  

with insulated side walls the onset of convection is characterised by longitudinal rolls with their axes 

perpendicular to the longer side [16,17,18,19]. The flow patterns in CPC and V-trough collector cavities 

are reported to consist of transverse roll-cells unlike the rectangular cross-section cavities, which exhibit 

longitudinal roll-cells at the initiation of the convective flow, for similar aspect ratios and thermal 

boundary conditions. That the boundary conditions play a significant role in deciding the dimensionality 

of fluid flow was shown experimentally [17] where three-dimensional natural convective roll-cells in 

glycerine contained in a square channel (Ax =1, Az = 20) was observed with conducting side walls and 

two-dimensional roll-cells with axes perpendicular to the longer wall when side walls were insulated. For 

an enclosure with a square plan form, the axis of the roll-cell was found to be perpendicular to the wall 

with the  highest thermal conductivity, indicating  a  clear dependence  on  the wall  thermal  boundary  

conditions [20]. Three-dimensional convective motion in an enclosure (Ax =0.25,0.5 and Az = 12) with 



 

 

side walls having a LTP was reported by Catton [16]. Conduction within the side walls and radiative 

exchange between the walls of the enclosure was found to inhibit longitudinal motion by thermally 

stratifying the fluid and increasing the value of critical Rayleigh number [21,22]. The presence of a 

unicellular convective flow pattern was reported by Hernandez and Frederick [23] and bi-cellular flows 

by Corcione [24] in enclosures with Ax = 2 and adiabatic side walls indicate that past studies have 

reported conflicting results. Both [23, 24] were numerical studies and were not accompanied by any 

validating experimental results. The effect of aspect ratio is evident from the results of [23] who reported 

unicellular flows in square cross-section enclosures with Ax = Az =1,1.5,2 at Ra = 8×10
3 
and a multicellular 

flow pattern consisting of concentric roll-cells for enclosures with Ax ≥ 3 and  Az ≥ 3 in Rayleigh-Benard 

convection of air. A single cell flow pattern in enclosures with Ax = 0.66- 1, and a multi roll-cell structure 

as the aspect ratio was increased to Ax ≥ 2 was reported by [24].  

In the case of vertically oriented enclosures any temperature difference between the active vertical walls 

was found to give rise to convective fluid motion, a situation called dynamic type instability [25]. The 

strength of the rotational flow and end effect was found to be a function of the longitudinal aspect ratio 

(Az) [14]. For air, flow was found to be three-dimensional in the full cavity with Ax = 1 and Az  ≥ 1.2 at 

6×10
4
 ≤ Ra ≤ 1×10

6
. It was concluded that flow in a high Prandtl ( Pr ≥ 10) number fluid contained in a 

cavity with Ax > 1  at high Rayleigh number would be two-dimensional. It was reported that flow in a 

differentially heated vertical square cross-section cavity can be regarded as two-dimensional provided Az  

≥ 2 and the horizontal surfaces and end walls are perfectly insulated for Ra < 1×10
7
 [26]. At Ra =1×10

6
, 

the conductive heat transfer in the end walls was found to have a negligible effect on the observed flow 

structures and heat transfer rate in water contained in a cavity with Ax = 1 and Az = 2, but a considerable 

effect in the case of air. 

A tilted fluid layer is thought to be subjected to two types of instabilities, the static top-heavy type 

associated with a horizontal layer and the dynamic type, which applies to the vertical slot. At low angles 

of tilt (from the horizontal) the static top heavy type instability comes into play first and at angles of tilt 

near the vertical and beyond, the dynamic type. At some intermediate angle known as the critical angle, 

θc, cross over from one type of instability to the other takes place. For angles of inclination smaller than 

the critical angle, the instability is mainly buoyancy driven and leads to longitudinal rolls superimposed 

on the base flow. For angles of inclination between θc and 90º, the instability is mainly hydrodynamic and 

leads to transverse rolls. There is an intricate superposition of base flow and transverse or longitudinal 



 

 

convection roll-cells with a resultant flow that is three-dimensional in nature. The minimum aspect ratio 

required to render two-dimensionality to an enclosure was reported to depend upon the Prandtl number of 

the fluid contained in the enclosure [25]. For air in a differentially heated vertical enclosure, satisfying the 

inequality, Az  > 30Pr,  was found to be sufficient to ensure two-dimensionality of flow in the enclosure. 

For a tilted enclosure the critical Rayleigh number was reported to be Rac =1708/cosθ
 
and the critical tilt 

angle was found to be a strong function of the Prandtl number. Values of longitudinal aspect ratio that 

would render two-dimensionality to the natural convection phenomena in rectangular enclosures, similar 

to flat plate solar collector cavities, were proposed by a range of past researchers; Az = 12 for a 

Boussinesq fluid with Pr ≥ 10 in cavities with Ax = 2 [27], Az > 12 for air in cavities with 8 ≤ Ax ≤ 23  [28], 

Az= 7.5 for air in cavities with 5 ≤ Ax ≤ 110  [29]. The studies due to [27,28] employed adiabatic side 

walls whereas [29] used LTP conditions on the side walls. Lee et al. [30] proposed this limit to be equal 

to the ratio of the radii of the two cylinders of 2.6-3.0 for eccentric or concentric annuli. Degaldo-

Buscalioni and Crespo del Arco E. [31] concluded that thermal three-dimensional instabilities may 

develop if the third dimension of the cavity is typically more than twice its height. In a theoretical and 

experimental study natural convective flow of air contained in a large two-dimensional (Ax = 48) 

transversely tilted cavity (ф=0-60º) was found to comprise a base flow having a single roll-cell rising near 

the hot surface and falling near the cold for Ra < Rac [4]. The results of [4, 28,29] are more relevant to 

flat plate solar collectors. For smaller aspect ratio enclosures (Ax = 0.17) convective flow was reported to 

consist of multi longitudinal roll-cells for enclosures tilted at ф   70º which shift to a single roll-cell 

flow at ф = 70º for a rectangular cavity with insulated side walls and Ax = 0.17 [32]. Symons and Peck 

[32] experimentally found that the transition from a multiple roll-cell to a unicellular flow pattern in air 

contained in a rectangular cavity (Ax = 0.17) at Ra = 3× 10
5
 occurred at ф ≤ 70º when the cavity was tilted 

transversely and at θ = 24º when it was tilted longitudinally. Linthorst et al. [33] reported experiments on 

air contained in a rectangular enclosure (0.25 ≤ Ax ≤73 and Az= 5, 10) and concluded that for cavities with 

Ax <1 transition to three-dimensional flow occurred if Ax decreased with a simultaneous increase in tilt 

angle. For cavities with Ax  ≥ 1 transition took place when Ax was increased with a simultaneous increase 

in tilt angle. A simultaneous Laser Doppler Anemometry study showed that a value of Az = 5 was large 

enough to cause two dimensional flow of air at the mid-plane of a vertical cavity. Catton et al. [34] 

reported that for tilted cavities, increasing the aspect ratio induced a transverse fluid motion which 

increased convective heat transfer. Enclosures with side walls having a LTP inhibited longitudinal fluid 



 

 

motion for Ax ≤ 1 and smaller values of transverse tilt angle. Enclosures with adiabatic side walls were 

found to inhibit these effects for large values of aspect ratio, Ax >1, and transverse tilt angle. A numerical 

study [35] of laminar and turbulent natural convection in air contained in a two-dimensional transversely 

tilted square cavity predicted transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional laminar flow to take 

place at close to ф = 20º at Ra = 1× 10
6
 and to turbulent flow at close to ф = 0º at Ra = 1× 10

10
. 

Conflicting reports about convective roll-cell patterns in CPC solar collector cavities were published by 

[7,8]. For example, under the same boundary conditions and Rayleigh number range, 1×10
3 
≤ Ra ≤ 

2.5×10
6
, in [8] they predicted a single transverse roll-cell pattern in a horizontally oriented 1/3 height 

CPC solar collector (CR =2, Ax =1.91) cavity and a double roll-cell pattern in [7]. A single transverse roll-

cell in the cavity of a transversely tilted (ф=30-90º) V-trough solar collector with CR = 2,3,4,5 (Ax = 0.44-

2.1) and insulated side walls over the range Ra ≤ 10
7
 was observed [9]. The flow was found to be laminar 

up to Ra = 10
7
. In a numerical study [11] two-dimensional natural convection in the cavity of a 

transversely tilted (ф = 0, 15, 30, 60, 90º) CPC collector with CR = 2, the convective flow pattern was 

found to be a function of the tilt angle, the Grashof number (Gr) and the height of the collector cavity for 

Gr = 5×10
4
. Flow patterns were found to be bicellular for collectors with 1/3, 2/3 and full height just after 

the initialization of convection. The flow pattern in a 1/3 height CPC cavity was found to be bicellular for 

tilt angles up to 15º, at all Grashof numbers, beyond which it became unicellular. For taller collectors the 

flow changed from transverse bicellular to a unicellular pattern over the range 5×10
3 
≤ Gr ≤ 5×10

4
 at a 

transverse tilt angle between ф = 0º and ф = 15º. The effect of thermal boundary conditions on the side 

walls on natural convective flow of air in a CPC cavity was reported by Eames and Norton [12,13]. They 

reported a bicellular flow, Fig. 4, in the cavity of a 60º acceptance half-angle CPC collector (CR = 1.15) 

tilted at ф   30º for conducting side walls with realistic back loss and a single roll cell flow for  

conducting side walls and adiabatic back surface (no back loss).  It was reported that the tilt angle 

corresponding to the transition from bicellular to unicellular flow was a function of the boundary 

conditions and the acceptance half-angle of the CPC. The change over from bi-cellular to uni-cellular 

flow for the CPC with adiabatic side walls occurred at angles smaller than those for the CPC with a 

realistic back loss indicating the effect of the thermal boundary conditions on the natural convective flow. 

In CPC solar collectors with smaller acceptance half-angles of 45º and 30º (CR = 1.41 and 2) the change 

from bi-cellular to a unicellular flow pattern took place at a smaller tilt angle. Truncation of the reflector 

walls, which results in an increase in Ax , was found to increase the angle corresponding to the transition 



 

 

from bi-cellular to unicellular flow for a CPC solar collector with 30º acceptance half-angle. It was 

concluded that the aspect ratio and not only the height of solar collector is important in determining the 

nature of fluid flow patterns.  

The convective flow patterns of a unicellular roll-cell and a double roll-cell have been reported in CPC 

and V-trough solar collectors. The tilt angle corresponding to the transition from bicellular flow to 

unicellular flow has been found to depend on the boundary conditions and the acceptance half-angle of 

the CPC solar collector. The transverse aspect ratio and height of the CPC solar collectors were found to 

have significant effects in determining the nature of the convective f low patterns. To date, effects of 

longitudinal aspect ratio on the convective flow pattern within CPC and V-trough solar collectors have 

not been examined. The critical tilt angle, transverse or longitudinal, has been reported to be a function of 

temperature difference between the differentially heated sides of the enclosures and the Prandtl number of 

the fluid. In the case of CPC solar collector cavities filled with air, with a Prandtl number of 0.7, three-

dimensional convective flow occurs due to the thermal effects and the predominant inertial effect and is 

likely to fill the whole enclosure and not be confined in close proximity to the physical boundaries. 

5. Effect of enclosure shape, geometry and orientation, and the thermal boundary conditions 

prevailing at the cavity wall surfaces on natural convective heat transfer in cavities 

For a horizontal cubical cavity with adiabatic lateral walls different flow structures result in different Nu 

values [36,37]. Natural convective air flow with a single transverse roll-cell yielded 65% higher heat 

transfer coefficients at both top and bottom plates than that for a toroidal roll-cell [36]. For tilted 

rectangular and V-trough enclosures, perfectly conducting side walls were found to result in smaller 

average Nusselt numbers than those obtained when the side walls were perfectly adiabatic for the same 

Rayleigh number [34,38,39]. However, the average Nusselt number at the hot wall was lower for a 

rectangular cavity with adiabatic side walls than that obtained when the side walls were isothermal [24]. 

Hot and cold walls have commonly been assumed to be isothermal [24,34,38,39]. The effect of 

temperature profile on the hotter surface is evident from the results of Chao et al. [40] who reported that a 

saw-tooth temperature profile (similar to that on the absorber of flat plate solar collectors) in the bottom 

surface of a rectangular cavity resulted in a higher mean Nusselt number than for a uniform temperature 

profile over a tilt range of ф ≤ 90º. The effect of radiative exchange within cavity elements has largely 

been neglected when reporting the results of studies into natural convective heat transfer in cavities. Kim 



 

 

and Viskanta [21] studied the effect of in-cavity radiative exchange on the temperature profile in air 

inside a horizontal square cross-section cavity and reported that the presence of radiation exchange 

caused different temperature profiles at the cavity surfaces than those that existed in its absence. They 

found that radiative exchange reduced the temperature difference between hot and cold wall resulting in 

smaller buoyancy forces. An increase in wall emissivity was found to decrease the average Nusselt 

number. Similar results were reported by [38] that side walls with lower emissivity (εw =0.003) resulted in 

a higher average Nusselt number than for those with higher emissivity (εw = 0.84) walls in a vertical 

cavity for Ra ≤ 1×10
7
. Corcione [24] reported that at Ra = 1×10

5
, the average Nusselt number at the hot 

wall with side walls either isothermal or mixed boundary conditions (isothermal and adiabatic) 

approached asymptotically to that of the adiabatic side wall thermal boundary conditions as the transverse 

aspect ratio increased from 0.66 to 8 indicating the diminishing effect of the side wall boundary 

conditions as the aspect ratio increased. The local Nusselt number at the hot or cold wall was found to 

depend on the side wall thermal boundary conditions. It was concluded that above a certain value of 

Rayleigh number for a given aspect ratio, Ax, the heat transfer rate from any heated or cooled side wall is 

independent of the boundary condition assumed at the opposite wall. For a cavity with Ax≥ 2, the value 

was reported to be Ra = 1×10
5
. Hollands and Konicek [25] reported that the dimensionality of natural 

convective flow in a vertical enclosure is dependent on the Prandtl number of the cavity fluid. Hsieh and 

Wang [41] found that a longitudinal aspect ratio of Az = 5 was sufficient to reduce the three-dimensional 

effects in the temperature distribution for vertically oriented rectangular cavities with transverse aspect 

ratios of Ax = 1,3 and 5. The Nusselt numbers evaluated for three-dimensional natural convective 

situations were found to be higher than those for two-dimensional cases. Similar results were also 

reported by [42,43]. The Nusselt number was reported to vary significantly with transverse and 

longitudinal tilt angles in enclosures that were not cubical [44]. Disagreeing significantly with these 

results are the results due to [9,32] with the former reporting negligible effect of transverse tilting 

between 30º ≤ ф ≤ 90º in V-trough cavities with concentration ratios (CR) of 2 and 3 and later of 

longitudinal tilt over the range 0 ≤ θ ≤ 15º and 25 ≤ θ ≤ 60º on the local and mean values of Nu. Figures 5 

– 10 show the variation of Nu with Rayleigh number and transverse tilt angle using correlations presented 

in the literature. The range covered in these figures, 1×10
5 
≤ Ra ≤ 1×10

7
 and 0º ≤ ф ≤ 90º, is relevant to 

CPC solar collectors with 1.15
 
≤ CR ≤ 10 [3,13,45,52]. Variation of Nu with Ra for horizontally held 

eccentric cylindrical annuli due to [47] exhibited no similarity with that for horizontally oriented CPC 



 

 

enclosures. Results published by past researchers for transversely tilted CPC solar collector cavities were 

compared over the range 0º (horizontal) to 90º (vertical). Figures 5-7 show the curves for 0º (horizontal), 

10º and 45º transverse tilt angles. It is evident from these figures that the curves showing the variation of 

the Nusselt number significantly diverge from each other and the predicted values of the Nusselt number 

for natural convection in CPC solar collector cavities do not agree even though these correlations are 

drawn for a similar parametric range. It can be concluded, from the literature review, that similar or even 

higher discrepancies exist at all tilt positions between horizontal and vertical. The existence of similar 

discrepancies in the case of rectangular and eccentric annuli enclosures can be confirmed from these 

figures. As shown in Figure 5, the curves for horizontally oriented solar collector cavities due to 

[3,10,13,45] despite following a similar general trend, fail to yield values of the Nusselt number within 

acceptable variance of each other due to a variety of reasons such as limitations of the numerical models 

used, unrealistic experimental boundary conditions and differing geometries detailed in Tables 1 and 2. 

Natural convective heat transfer was assumed to be essentially in CPC solar collector cavities formed by 

isothermal absorber (heated electrically or otherwise), isothermal aperture cover and ideally reflecting 

side walls adiabatic at the back typical of the boundary conditions assumed in many past studies 

[3,5,7,8,10,45,46,49]. Rabl [3] and Abdel- Khalik et al. [7,8] assumed flat plate absorbers while the rest 

employed tubular absorbers in their respective studies. Chew et al. [45] reported that the experimentally 

measured temperatures of side walls with aluminium reflector foil (εw = 0.08) on the front face was 

smaller than that calculated theoretically assuming the side walls to be adiabatic. This clearly indicates 

that the discrepancies are caused by neglecting both the conductive and radiative exchanges within the 

cavity and between boundaries.  Chew et al. [11] neglected the effect of radiative heat exchange between 

the surfaces forming the CPC cavity, others [5,12,13,21,38,45] have highlighted the effect of radiative 

heat exchange between the cavity surfaces on system thermal characteristics. Rabl [3] employed 

simplistic correlations for flat-plate film coefficients to predict natural convective heat transfer 

coefficients prevailing within a theoretical two-dimensional CPC solar collector cavity. In the 

experiments of [10] unrealistic uninsulated CPC solar collectors whose reflector walls and aperture covers 

were fabricated from a single polished duralumin sheet were used. Meyer et al. [9] reported that in the 

cavity of a V-trough solar collector with fixed concentration ratio, reduction in the Rayleigh number or 

increase in the concentration ratio decreased the natural convective heat transfer coefficient. The 

correlation due to [13] is the only correlation to date which directly correlates the Nusselt number with 



 

 

angle of transverse inclination, ф, and the geometrical dimensions of a CPC solar collector. However, this 

correlation is limited to uni-cellular flow situations and applies to a limited tilt angle range. The 

relationships for trapezoidal and V-trough cavities shown in Figures 5 and 6 clearly have no commonality 

with those for the CPC solar collector cavities for a similar Rayleigh number range, aspect ratio and 

transverse tilt angles. Even the curves for CPC solar collector cavities shown in these figures do not agree 

with each other within acceptable limits. Correlations developed for convective heat transfer in CPC solar 

collector cavities can not be used to predict the Nusselt number variation in V-trough cavities and vice-

versa.  

6. Effect of the Fluid Prandtl Number, Pr 

Arnold et al. [56] concluded that fluids with Pr ≥ 4.5 behave similarly to a fluid with infinite Prandtl 

number when Ra ≤ 10
7
from the perspective of heat transfer. Catton et al. [34] concluded that the infinite 

Prandtl number analysis is invalid for fluids with Pr = 0.7. Kim and Viskanta [51] found that as the 

Prandtl number was increased from 0.01 to 0.71 the average Nusselt number at the hot vertical wall 

increased by nearly 70%.  The increase for Prandtl number values from 0.71 to 10 was nearly 10%. Ho et 

al. [50] reported a significant effect due to the Prandtl number as it changed from 0.7 to 7 on flow and 

local heat flux at the outer cylinder surface for an eccentric annulus arrangement with increasing Rayleigh 

number. Only a slight effect due to the Prandtl number was observed on the average Nusselt number for 

the annuli with increasing Rayleigh number. A decrease of 17% in local heat transfer coefficient was 

observed when the Prandtl number was changed from 0.7 to 7 at a Rayleigh number of Ra = 1×10
6
. 

Pallares et al. [37] reported that for Ra ≤ 6×10
4
, average heat transfer rates increased as the Prandtl 

number increased from 0.7 to 10 but, that there was no significant change afterwards. An increase in the 

Prandtl number from air (Pr = 0.71) to higher values was found to shift the flow transitions to higher 

critical Rayleigh numbers. A CPC solar collector always contains air (Pr  0.71) in its cavity. It is 

evident that the convective heat transfer characteristics exhibited by fluids, described by their distinctive 

Prandtl numbers, can not represent the case for air.  

7. Effect of the Assumptions Employed for the Numerical Studies 

Convective flow in a closed enclosure with comparable horizontal and vertical dimensions is always 

three-dimensional as a result of the no-slip conditions (zero fluid velocity relative to the solid boundary) 



 

 

at the vertical walls and can not be described satisfactorily by a two-dimensional model [15]. Leong et al. 

[43] argued that carrying out two-dimensional analysis of the natural convective flow in a square cross-

section cavity will not be of much value since the two-dimensional flow is readily unstable to any three-

dimensional perturbations. It has been concluded that variable property simulations can only match 

experimental values. The Nusselt number evaluated for more realistic three-dimensional natural 

convection situations was found to be higher than those predicted for simplified two-dimensional cases. 

The agreement between the two-dimensional numerical analysis and experimental investigation into 

natural convection reported by Iyican et al. [46] got progressively worse as the tilt angle approached 

horizontal due to the shift from predominantly two-dimensional flow to fully three-dimensional flow that 

would have appeared at low tilt angles. Rasoul and Prinos [59] observed a very slow convergence of their 

numerical model employed to predict natural convective flow of gallium (Pr = 0.2) and air (Pr = 0.71) at 

Ra = 1×10
6 
in a cavity for a transverse tilt of ф < 40º. They concluded that this was due to the occurrence 

of three-dimensional flow for this tilt range. Eames and Norton [12] reported that CPC solar collectors 

with aspect ratios lower than Ax = 1.2 and Az = 11.5 could have three-dimensional convective flow. A 

temperature difference of 10 ºC in the heat removal water along the length of the collector was found to 

disrupt the convective flow in the cavity air from a two-dimensional to a three-dimensional flow. These 

factors when combined clearly indicate the limitations of two-dimensional models in resolving the 

complicated three-dimensional natural convection phenomena typical of that that occurs in CPC solar 

collector cavities.  

8. Conclusions  

(i) For similar aspect ratios and thermal boundary conditions the convective flow patterns in CPC and V-

trough collector cavities are reported to consist of transverse roll-cells unlike those in rectangular cross-

section cavities, which exhibit longitudinal roll-cells at the initiation of convective flow.  

(ii) To date, effect of longitudinal aspect ratio on the convective flow pattern within CPC and V-trough 

solar collectors has not been examined. 

(iii) In the case of a CPC solar collector cavity filled with air with a Prandtl number of 0.7, three-

dimensional convective flow occurs due to the thermal effects and the predominant inertial effect and is 

likely to fill the whole enclosure and will not be confined in proximity to the physical boundaries 



 

 

(iv) Convective heat transfer in enclosures is complex in nature and the correlations proposed by different 

researchers, even for similar operating conditions and system parameters, fail to agree on a single 

unifying relationship that adequately represents the variation of the Nusselt number with the longitudinal 

and transverse tilt angles. 

(v) The complex superposition of transverse and longitudinal fluid motion has a significant effect on the 

magnitude of heat transfer in natural convection situations. Maxima and minima of the Nusselt number 

have been reported to occur at different orientations and angles of inclination by researchers when 

considering similar and differing operating and system parameters. Hence, the results for any particular 

natural convective situation can not be applied to another without significant risk of error. The shape and 

aspect ratios of the enclosures both have a significant effect on the angles at which the maxima and 

minima of the Nusselt number occur.  

(vi) The Nusselt number is the most important parameter used to determine the characteristics of the 

natural convective heat transfer process. It has been found to be a complex function of the shape, aspect 

ratio, tilt angles, Rayleigh number and boundary conditions prevailing at the walls of the enclosure. The 

type of convective flow pattern also has an important effect on the local and average values of the Nusselt 

number. The Nusselt number for a two-dimensional natural convective flow has been found to be 

different from that for a three-dimensional flow. Considering the case of CPC solar collectors the Nusselt 

numbers predicted by two-dimensional models may not accurately represent Nusselt number values for 

convective heat transfer in reality.   

(vii) The concentration ratio and truncation of reflector walls has an important effect on the convective 

heat transfer and the critical Rayleigh number, which signifies the onset of natural convective flow, in the 

case of CPC solar collectors. 

 (viii) Experimentally measured data detailing the temperature distribution in the three-dimensional air 

spaces of CPC solar collectors under realistic thermal and geometrical conditions is not available in the 

literature. No experimentally measured or theoretically estimated data are available in the literature to 

compare the relative effect of longitudinal tilt versus transverse tilt on the natural convection that occurs 

in CPC solar collector cavities.  

(ix) The adiabatic boundary conditions assumed at the side walls of an enclosure in many previous studies 

are not achievable in reality. Assumed adiabatic boundary conditions lead to faulty predictions of the 

average Nusselt number due to their omission of conduction effects in the side walls of differentially 



 

 

heated enclosures.  The adoption of simplifying assumptions for example neglecting the variation of 

temperature in the direction of the longitudinal axis of CPC solar collectors, neglecting radiative 

exchange between elements of the enclosure have yielded more realistic results in the past. Employing 

correlations derived for hot vertical and horizontal plates submerged in a fluid or assuming that 

convection will be similar to that within cylindrical annuli for predicting heat transfer in CPC collector 

cavities will yield unrealistic results.  
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Table 1. Previous experimental studies detailing natural convection in CPC and V-trough solar collector 

cavities  

 

 

Researcher(s) 
Details of  CPC 

solar collector 

Orientation of collector 

and parametric range 

Assumptions and boundary conditions 

employed 

Tatara and 

Thodos [49] 

Flat plate truncated 

CPC with 

concentration ratio 

(CR) of 4 (full 

height CR=5), 

2440×31.75×155.5 

mm 

Horizontal CPC, 

1×10
7
≤Ra ≤4×10

7
 

Isothermal absorber and aperture cover 

( aluminised acrylic film) , both 

isolated from side and end walls; 0.38 

mm thick aluminium side walls 

Prapas et al. 

[10] 

CPC with tubular 

absorber, 

1.56, 2.67, 4.13CR 

 

Transversely tilted CPC 

with 1.03,1.31,3.16Ax  , 

4.77,9.38,38.17zA  and 

129.75,83.88,49W  mm, 

126,64,15.5H  mm,  

ф=0,10,20,30º , 

21.8 81.6T C   ,
33 106102  dGr  

Observed steady state temperature 

field in cavity air space using Mach-

Zehnder interferometer;  isothermal 

absorber; reflector and aperture cover 

made from continuous duralumin sheet 

 

Fasulo et al. 

[53] 

CPC with a surface 

area of 0.5 m
2 

Horizontal CPC,  

Th=100 ˚C 

Aluminum deposited glass reflector 

and glass receiver tube; fluid inlet 

temperature varied between 

60 150 C  in  steps of 15 C  

Eames and 

Norton [12] 

Mach-Zehnder 

interferometry on 

CPC with tubular 

absorber and   

CR=1.154,1.414,2 

Transversely tilted CPC 

L=630 mm, W=66 mm, 

H=55 mm with 1.2xA   

and 11.5Az  ,  

ф=20,30,45º 

Two-dimensional natural convection, 

uniform temperature  along the 

absorber tube length, one-dimensional 

conduction in reflector walls, 

Boussinesq approximation invoked, 

spatial variation (±10%) of radiation 

intensity at the aperture cover during 

experiment 

Yadav et al. 

[54] 

CPC with flat plate 

tube-in-fin type 

absorber with  

CR=1.7,  θa=36º 

Transversely tilted  

(ф=26.167º ) CPC with   

L=2000 mm, W=340 mm, 

H=100 mm, Ax=3.4, 

Az=20 

Temperature field in air cavity 

observed using thermocouples; 

longitudinal axis held horizontal 

Eames et al. 

[55] 

CPC with 2CR  (

30a  º ) with 

inverted tube-in-fin 

flat plate absorber 

Horizontal absorber 

Transient two-dimensional natural 

convection; solar simulator with 7 

lamps; validation of numerical results 

reported only at system boundaries 

Table 1



 

Table 2. Previous analytical and numerical studies detailing natural convection in CPC and V-trough solar 

collector cavities  

Researcher(s) 

Modelling 

approach used and 

details of  CPC 

solar collector 

Orientation of collector 

and parametric range 

Assumptions and boundary conditions 

employed 

Rabl [3] 

Analytical, CPC 

with flat plate 

absorber  

Horizontal CPC 

Employed correlation based on simple 

relations involving hot horizontal and 

vertical plates; heat exchange  between 

the absorber and reflector neglected; 

isothermal collector components 

Abdel-Khalik 

et al. [7,8] 

Finite element 

method, CPC with 

flat plate absorber 

Transversely tilted (ф= 0-

60º) CPCs with Ax=0.18, 

0.26, 0.44 for full, 2/3 and 

1/3 height CPC with 

CR=10;  Ax=1.91, 1.11, 

0.77  for 1/3, 2/3 and full 

height CPC with CR=2,  

1×10
3
≤Ra≤2.5×10

6
 

Two-dimensional steady natural 

convection; isothermal aperture and 

absorber plate; perfectly reflecting and 

adiabatic side walls; perfectly 

transmitting cover; Boussinesq 

approximation invoked 

Hsieh [57] 

Analytical, CPC 

with tubular 

absorber in an 

evacuated tube 

Horizontal CPC 

Two-dimensional steady state thermal 

analysis; isothermal aperture, reflector 

and absorber plate; back loss and long 

and short wave radiation at reflector 

wall neglected 

Prapas et al. 

[5] 

Analytical, CPC 

with tubular 

absorber in an 

evacuated envelope 

Horizontal CPC with 

CR=1.55, 2.75, 4.22 and 

5.5 with Ax= 2.44, 1.32, 

0.95  

CPC assumed as an eccentric 

horizontal cylinder in an outer cylinder 

configuration; isothermal absorber, 

neglected convection between reflector 

and aperture cover 

Chew et al. 

[45] 

CPC with 

cylindrical 

absorber (CR=2) 

Horizontal CPC with 

1000×W×(190,126.6,95,6

3.3) mm 

Isothermal copper absorber and 

aperture cover, both Nickel chrome 

plated with emissivity of 0.08-0.09 

Chew et al. 

[11] 

Finite element 

method, CPC with 

tubular absorber , 

2CR   

Transversely tilted CPC 

(ф=0,15,30,60,90º ) with 

55H  mm, ∆T=20 ˚C for 

Ra=2.5×10
5 

Two dimensional natural convection, 

adiabatic reflector walls, isothermal 

aperture cover and absorber, radiative 

heat transfer within the cavity 

neglected 

Eames and 

Norton [12] 

Primitive variable 

finite element 

formulation, 

tubular absorber 

type CPC  (CR=2, 

1.14, 1.154) ,  

absorber diamter 

15mm, 

Transversely tilted CPC 

(ф=20, 30, 40, 45º) with 

L=630 mm, W=66 mm, 

H=55 mm, Ax=1.2, 

Az=11.5, Ra=2.2×10
6
  

Employed realistic temperature 

profiles in the absorber and the 

aperture cover 

Eames and 

Norton [13] 

Finite element 

method, CPC with 

CR=1.15,1.41 & 2 

and tubular 

absorber 

Transversely tilted CPC   

ф=0,15,45º, Th≤ 70 and 

25T C  , 63.1 10Gr    

Two-dimensional natural convection; 

two boundary conditions of adiabatic 

and realistic heat loss conditions at the 

reflector walls 

Kothdiwala et 

al. [58] 

Analytical, cusp 

shaped CPC with 

selectively coated 

tube-in-envelope 

type absorber,  

1.5CR  

Transversely tilted CPC 

with 1000L  mm   ф=0-

50º 

Studied overall steady thermal 

performance; 33 10 mm thick 

aluminum reflector surface; aperture 

cover, receiver, envelope and reflector 

walls assumed at uniform 

temperatures, back loss assumed as 

10% of that from aperture cover to 

ambient 

Table 2
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Fig. 1. Heat exchange processes in CPC solar collectors  

Fig. 2. Differently oriented enclosures; (a) horizontally (θ= ф= 0°) (b) vertically (θ= 0°, ф= 90°) (c) 

longitudinally (θ> 0°, ф= 0°) (d) transversely (θ= 0°, ф> 0°) 

Fig. 3. Cross-sections of CPC and V-trough solar collectors studied in previous research 

Fig. 4. Convective flow patterns in a 60º acceptance half-angle CPC tilted transversely at ф = 30º with 

boundary conditions (a) side walls with realistic backloss (b) adiabatic side walls [13] 

Fig. 5. Variation of the Nusselt number with the Rayleigh number for horizontally oriented (θ=ф= 0°) 

rectangular, CPC and V-trough solar collector and cylindrical annuli cavities 

Fig. 6. Variation of the Nusselt number with the Rayleigh number for rectangular, CPC and V-trough 

solar collector cavities transversely tilted at 10º  

Fig. 7. Variation of the Nusselt number with the Rayleigh number for 45º transversely tilted rectangular, 

CPC and V-trough solar collector cavities 

Fig. 8. Variation of the Nusselt number with transverse tilt angle at Ra =1×10
5
 for Ax ≤ 2 for rectangular, 

CPC and V-trough solar collector and cylindrical annuli cavities 

Fig 9. Variation of the Nusselt number with transverse tilt angle at Ra =1×10
6
 in rectangular, CPC and V-

trough cavities with Ax ≤ 2 

 Fig. 10. Variation of the Nusselt number with transverse tilt angle at Ra =1×10
7
 for Ax ≤ 2 in rectangular, 

CPC and V-trough cavities 
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